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Indicator Lights
12 Volt lights are held into drilled hole by plastic light body design.  Small 
light is L.E.D., large light is incandescent bulb.  All have 6” leads.

Small - 3/16” Bezel dia. • L.E.D. measures 1/8” dia. • Drill 5/32” hole.
Large - 3/8” Bezel dia. • Lens measures 1/4” dia. • Drill 5/16” hole.
 Small Large

Red .....................................................................AAW 500215 .......... $4.95 ...............AAW 500129 ...........$5.95
Green ..................................................................AAW 500214 .......... $4.95 ...............AAW 500130 ...........$5.95
Blue ....................................................................AAW 500401 .......... $5.95 ...............AAW 500131 ...........$5.95
Amber ................................................................AAW 500213 .......... $4.95 ...............AAW 500132 ...........$5.95

Universal Gauge Wiring Kit

12 to 6 Volt Reducers
For Gauge Use Only / One Reducer Per Gauge

Using 6 volt gauges in your 12 volt car?  This simple bolt 
on reducer to make them work together.  Attach the reducer 

to the back of the gauge, ground the wire off of it and 
run your 12 volt power source to the post on the reducer.  
Works on fuel, oil pressure, and water temperature gauges.  

You may use the stock 6 volt sending units with this reducer.  Each ......................... VIN SR-10606 ....... $16.95

Power Plug Receptacle
NOT Cigarette Lighter Receptacle

12-Volt power plug dock for cell phone chargers, temporary wiper motors, etc.  
Plug is rated at 15 amps and comes with under dash mount bracket and snap cap.
Power Plug Receptacle.............................................SRS PP-73 ........... $12.95

Low Voltage Warning Sensor
Recommended for Use on Fuel Injected Vehicles - Works With 1-Wire Alternators

Low voltage sensor monitors the vehicles charging system and will illuminate 
a dash mounted warning light if the voltage drops below approximately 11 

volts.  A “warning” light is far more visible and attracts your attention much faster than a gauge.  
Box measures only 1-1/8” X 1-1/8” X 1/2”.
Low Voltage Warning Sensor ............................................................ RFW LS-11 ......... $27.95

Very versatile kit includes eyelet and spade connectors to fit any manufactures 
gauges.  Color-coded and printed wires with a color-coded wiring schematic 
to make since of gauge cluster wiring.  This kit also includes indicator light 
and programmable speedometer wiring to disconnects and has wiring for 
not only the senders but the gauge lighting system between all the gauges.  
Also includes an expansion plug for more than the traditional 6 gauges.
Universal Gauge Wiring Kit ............................ AAW 500505 ........ $78.95
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Super Bright Blue L.E.D. “Illuminator” Light

Glove Box Light & Switch Kit (All-In-One)

An L.E.D. that’s bright enough to use for illumination.  Use this small light to light up the 
glove box, ash tray, etc.  This light is too bright to use as an indicator light.  .156” hole
Bright Illuminator L.E.D. Light (Ea.) ............................... STW L18BRB-5/32 .....$13.95

Trunk / Under Hood Light Kit

Cigarette Lighter

Simple plunger style switch with integrated light socket all as one unit.  Replaceable 
bulb and wires included for power and ground.  Cute kit!
Glove Box Light & Switch Kit ......................................... AAW 500147 ........ $18.95

Automatic light kit features internal switch to turn light on and off depending 
on angle of assembly.  Supply power from your running light circuit and bend 
mounting tab to adjust on / off angle.  Body must be grounded.
Trunk / Under Hood Light Kit ................................ AAW 500143 .........$24.95

Aluminum handled cigarette lighter requires 7/8” hole and a circuit 
that will handle 15 amps continuous.  2-1/2” required for mounting 
depth.
Aluminum Cigarette Lighter ...................YOG CIGLT ......... $24.95

Split Sleeve Wire Loom Covering
Split sleeve covering is ideal because it self-closes to try to keep its shape and has 25% edge overlap allowing 
coverage around harnesses with pre-installed plugs or connectors and splices.  Covering does not require additional 
ties or loops to keep wires retained.
 Braided Cloth Like
1/8” Dia .... 10’ Length......SRS WW-18 ..........$6.95.........1/8” Not Available
1/4” Dia .... 10’ Length......SRS WW-14 ........$11.95...SRS CW-14 ......... $11.95
3/8” Dia .... 10’ Length......SRS WW-38 ........$14.95...SRS CW-38 ......... $14.95
1/2” Dia .... 10’ Length......SRS WW-12 ........$18.95...SRS CW-12 ......... $18.95
3/4” Dia .... 10’ Length......SRS WW-34 ........$22.95...SRS CW-34 ......... $22.95
1” Dia ........ 5’ Length.......SRS WW-10 ........$12.95...SRS CW-10 ......... $12.95
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Power Port Plug

Power Port
& Knob Not Included

Simple aluminum plug with O-ring to hold it in the power port opening when 
your not using it.  Plug comes with 3/16” stud for you to install a dash knob 
of your liking.  Dash knob not included.
Power Port Plug .................................................. STW B23P ..........$19.95
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Power Plus 13 & Power Plus 20 Integrated Fuse Box Systems
Headlight & Floor Mounted Dimmer Switch Included

Highway 15 & Highway 22 Series Wiring Harnesses
Complete Universal Street Rod Wiring Harnesses
Dash Ignition, Floor Dimmer & Headlight Switches Included

Modular design wiring systems with convenient 
front (one) side only wire loading into fuse panel.  

Wires affix into panel with a self locking steel screw down connection.  
Simply cut, strip, insert and screw down to terminate the connection.  
Panels are over-engineered utilizing bus bar technology, anti-push 
back locks and steel internal retainer springs to keep fuse lugs tight 
are only small part of the features built into these panels.  Fuse panel 
protection with 175 amp stud mounted fuse block located next to the 
starter allows multiple high amp accessory tie-ins without stacking 

on starter solenoid post.  Color coded printed wire with easy to follow color instructions. 
Complete Wiring for:  Column turn signal wiring with connectors for GM and aftermarket columns using 4-1/4” 

or 3-7/8” turn signal plugs.   Ignition wiring for dash mounted switch or column plugs for steering columns with 
switch also included.   GM “SI” alternator boot and terminal for internally regulated or “one-wire” charging 
systems with heavy 8 gauge battery and panel feed wire.   Included headlight switch and floor dimmer switch 
with complete wiring for all lighting circuits including dome and gauge dimming circuits.   Complete gauge, 
turn and high beam indicator wiring with sender wiring all through supplied disconnects to allow easy gauge 
cluster removal.   Plus accessory wiring including wipers, radio, horn and air conditioning.

Highway 22 Additional Features:  2 spare battery (always hot) accessory connections, 2 spare ignition hot 
accessory connections, 40 amp fan relay on fuse panel with ground side switching to coincide with popular 
temp and pressure switches.   Fuse panel mounted “battery” and “accessory” terminal posts for connection of 
high amp accessories right off the panel.  Separate fuel pump circuit (recommended for fuel injection), battery 
and ignition electronic fuel injection accessory circuits.

Highway 15 Harness .................................................................................................... AAW 500703 ...... $369.95
Highway 22 Harness .................................................................................................... AAW 500695 ...... $459.95

For those that prefer a fuse panel with the wire already connected to the 
fuse panel American Autowire offers these very popular integrated fuse 
panel harness.  Unlike the competitors these panels are complete with 
headlight and dimmer switches and full schematics to lay it all out so 
anybody can install.  GM color coded and ink-jet printed.

Complete wiring for:  Column with connectors to adapt GM and aftermarket columns using 3-7/8” or 4-1/4” 
turn signal plugs.  • Gauge wiring including senders with gauge cluster disconnects. • Alternator connectors 
for GM “SI” series internally regulated or “One-Wire” alternators. • Lighting for all running lights, brake and 
directional lights, license light and third brake light. • Accessory wiring for courtesy light and dome lights. • 
Radio with battery and accessory leads. • Dimmer wiring for floor or column wiring. • Ignition wiring for GM 
column mounted (connectors included) or dash mounted switch. • All fuses, flashers and relays. • Plus much, 
much more.

Power Plus 13 System ................................................................................................. AAW 510004 ...... $269.95
Power Plus 20 System ................................................................................................. AAW 510008 ...... $299.95
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Classic Update Series Wiring Harnesses
Make & Model Specific - Designed For Use With Aftermarket Components - “Street Rodded” Harnesses
These kits accommodate all of the popular aftermarket accessories 
available to bring your projects electrical system up to date.  
Working with major equipment manufacturers in air conditioning, 
electric wipers, gauges, and steering columns American Autowire 
has engineered kits that easily interface with these aftermarket 
accessories as well as nearly all reproduction lighting assemblies.  
Harnesses yield complete flexibility in engine compartment 
and body wire routing for that custom installation.  Kits include 
specialized components such as bolt-on fuse box mounts, headlight 
switch collar nuts, correct lighting sockets, weatherproof boots, specialized grommets etc. when 
applicable to fit your application.  The best components and detailed instructions.

Chevrolet
 Passenger Car ‘55-‘56 ...... AAW 500423 .....$549.95
 Passenger Car ‘55-‘56 ...... AAW 500423 .....$549.95
 Passenger Car ‘57 ............ AAW 500434 .....$549.95
 Camaro ‘67-‘68 ................ AAW 500661 .....$599.95
 Camaro ‘69 ....................... AAW 500686 .....$609.95
 Camaro ‘70-‘73 ................ AAW 510034 .....$589.95
 Corvette ‘53-’62 ............... AAW 510267 .....$795.95
 Chevelle ‘64-‘67 .............. AAW 500981 .....$579.95
 Chevelle ‘68-‘69 .............. AAW 510158 .....$579.95
 Chevelle ‘70-‘72 .............. AAW 510105 .....$579.95
 Monte Carlo’70-’72 ......... AAW 510336 .....$669.95
 Impala ‘59-‘60 ................. AAW 510217 .....$629.95
 Impala ‘61-‘64 ................. AAW 510063 .....$599.95
 Impala ‘65 ........................ AAW 510360 .....$749.95
 Impala ‘66-’68 ................. AAW 510372 .....$699.95
 Chevy II ‘62-‘67 .............. AAW 510140 .....$569.95
 Chevy II ‘68 ..................... AAW 510201 .....$649.95
 Nova ‘69-‘72 .................... AAW 500878 .....$589.95
 Truck ‘47-‘54 ................... AAW 500467 .....$549.95
 Truck ‘55-‘59 ................... AAW 500481 .....$549.95
 Truck ‘60-‘66 ................... AAW 500560 .....$549.95

Chevrolet (Continued)
 Truck ‘67-’68 ................... AAW 510333 .....$589.95
 Truck ‘69-‘72 ................... AAW 510089 .....$549.95
 Truck ‘73-’82 ................... AAW 510347 .....$699.95
Pontiac
 GTO ‘64-‘67 .................... AAW 510188 .....$589.95
 Firebird ‘67-‘68 ................ AAW 500886 .....$599.95
 Firebird ‘70-‘73 ................ AAW 510174 .....$699.95
Ford
 Falcon & Comet ‘60-’64 .. AAW 510379 .....$699.95
 Ford Falcon ‘65 ................ AAW 510386 .....$699.95
 Ford Fairlane ‘66-’67 ....... AAW 510391 .....$699.95
 Mustang ‘64-‘66 ............... AAW 510125 .....$659.95
 Mustang ‘67-‘68 ............... AAW 510055 .....$699.95
 Mustang ‘69 ..................... AAW 510177 .....$699.95
 Mustang ‘70 ..................... AAW 510243 .....$769.95
 Ford Bronco ‘66-’77 ........ AAW 510317 .....$729.95
 Truck ‘53-’56 ................... AAW 510303 .....$649.95
 Truck ‘61-’66 ................... AAW 510260 .....$629.95
 Ford Truck ‘67-’72 ........... AAW 510368 .....$699.95
 Ford Truck ‘73-’79 ........... AAW 510342 .....$699.95
Mopar
 Cuda/Challenger ‘70-‘74 . AAW 510289 .....$729.95

GM Transmission Connectors & Pigtails
Correct harness side connector plugs for these GM transmissions

T-56 Skip Shift Module ...................................... AAW 500949 .........$18.95
T-56 Reverse Lockout Module .......................... AAW 500950 ...........$8.95
T-56 Vehicle Speed Sensor ................................. AAW 500951 ...........$9.25
T-56 Backup Light Switch ................................. AAW 500952 ...........$8.95
700-R4 Converter Lockup (No Pigtails) ............ AAW 500323 ...........$5.95
700-R4 Vehicle Speed Sensor ............................ AAW 500619 .........$16.95
4L60 Vehicle Speed Sensor................................ AAW 500621 .........$15.95
4L60E & 4L80E Vehicle Speed Sensor ............. AAW 500620 .........$15.95
TH400 Kickdown Connector With Boot ........... AAW 500176 ......... $11.95
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12 Circuit Fuse Panel Only

Accessory Fuse Panels
Simple fuse panels for added-on accessory circuits.  Power input lead fits onto 
#10-32 stud.  1/4” male spade connectors right off the side of each fuse for 
that circuit.  Maximum current for all circuits 100 amps.  Fuses not included.

6 Circuit ................................3-3/8” X 2-1/2” ...................................SRS 4650 ........... $16.95
8 Circuit ................................3-3/8” X 3-1/8” ...................................SRS 4651 ........... $19.95

Auxiliary Fuse Block Bus Assembly

Features 6 fuse outlets rated at 30amp each.  Side ring terminals, plastic 
cover and heavy duty feed wire included.  Block measures 1-3/8” X 
4-7/8”.  Assembly is rated at 80amp maximum.  
Auxiliary Fuse Block Buss Assembly ......... AAW 500383 ........ $34.95

Terminal Blocks
Double row blocks are very high quality with capability of high amperage and include 
plated brass screws.  Jumpers designed to interconnect terminals on the blocks.
4 Gang Block ......................................................................... SRS 354 .............. $4.95
6 Gang Block ......................................................................... SRS 356 .............. $5.95
10 Gang Block ....................................................................... SRS 360 .............. $8.95
    Jumpers ............................Quantity of 5 ........................... SRS 365 .............. $1.75

Power Junction Block

Sometimes you need a little more room to run the power wires for all of 
the cool accessories you’ve added to your car.  Just mount this junction 
block away from any heat source and connect your power source to it.  
This junction block has two 8mm studs to accept 5/16 ring terminals and 
3 #8 screws for smaller items.  It is much easier to wire your cooling fans, 
radio, or door solenoids to this than to the starter post...
Power Junction Block ...................................... RFW JB-57 .......... $34.95

Ground Wire Strip

The best way to create common grounds for fiberglass cars and 
metal cars if you want to do it right.  Heavy printed feed wire is connected to the 
battery for best results.  Features 10 connection points for smaller grounds and 2 
studs for larger connections.
Grounding Terminal Strip ............................................. RFW GW-15......... $31.95

Use this 12 Circuit OEM style pre-wired fuse block to replace your existing fuse block 
or as a starting point for custom wiring.  All you have to do is terminate your circuit 
wire and attach it to the fuse block.  Pre-wired and labeled for the following circuits:  
A/C-Heat, gauges/dash instruments, brake lights, headlights, coil, horn, dome lights, 
radio, electric fan, turn signals, hazards, wipers and alternator.  Kit includes: mounting 
bracket, fuses, flashers, horn relay, terminals and full instructions.
12 Circuit Fuse Panel Only ..................................................... PPP 30001 ........ $149.95
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Insulated Junction Studs

Stud junction post has 3/8”-16 thread and glass filled nylon base in either 
red or black colors .  Nut and washer provided with stud cover.
Red Base ....................................................................................SRS PS-15 .............$9.95
Black Base .................................................................................SRS PS-16 .............$9.95

Firewall Harness Cover
Universal wiring harness cover hides the bundle of wires as it comes through 
the firewall.  Cover is a two piece design with back piece attaching to the 
firewall and polished ball milled cover simply attaching to it after all the wires are pulled 
through.  Flush mounting allen head hardware included.  2-1/4” O.D. x 1-1/4” I.D.
Firewall Wiring Harness Cover ...................................................PRR 6060 ............$49.95

Quick Connectors
For Use With 18-14 Gauge Wire

Plastic connector housings lock together and are indexed so that they fit together 
only one way.  Complete with brass terminals that lock into the housings.
1 Wire ................................. AAW QCK-1 ...........$6.00
2 Wire ................................. AAW QCK-2 ...........$7.00
3 Wire ................................. AAW QCK-3 ...........$8.00

4 Wire ..................................AAW QCK-4 ...........$9.00
6 Wire ..................................AAW QCK-6 .........$10.00
8 Wire ..................................AAW QCK-8 ......... $11.00

22 Wire Bulkhead Disconnect Kit
Weather Pack style disconnect allows (10) 12 gauge and (12) 18-14 gauge 
wire connections.  Disconnect bodies are indexed to insure correct alignment 
and feature waterproof seal for the ‘body’ side along with a waterproof seal 
where the two come together.  Includes appropriate crimp-on wire terminal 
ends with individual wire seals and locking ‘combs’ insure the terminals 
connect with the mating bulkhead by not allowing them to back out from 
their seated position.  Single 1/4” bolt that secures the halves together not 
only keeps the final assembly tight but during installation pulls the two 
together and when loosened it also separates the two eliminating possible damage by external 
force.  2-1/2” tall X 3-5/8” wide (stud ears) & requires 2” hole.
22 Wire Bulkhead Disconnect Kit ............................................................................... AAW 500666 ........ $41.95

GM HEI Distributor Connectors

Correct plastic connectors for HEI distributors.
   “Ignition” Connector With Wire Terminal .................................. AAW 500204 ...........$3.95
“Tachometer” Connector With Wire Terminal ............................... AAW 500205 ...........$3.95

Through Firewall Wiring Grommet & Disconnects
Kits feature rubber grommet that holds one side of the harness plug 
securely to the firewall/panel and comes with mating connector plug.  
All kits include appropriate crimp on terminals that 
lock into place in the disconnect plugs.
4-Wire ........1-1/4” Mounting Hole ........ AAW 500548 .........$15.95
6-Wire ........1-3/8” Mounting Hole ........ AAW 500564 .........$14.95
8-Wire ........1-1/2” Mounting Hole ........ AAW 500547 .........$14.95
9-Wire ........1-3/4” Mounting Hole ........ AAW 500566 .........$17.95
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GM Column Tilt & Turn Signal Levers W/Push Buttons
Levers Have True On/Off Switch – Momentary Type Available

Stainless steel shaft with aluminum knob levers feature a 
true two wire on/off switch to control just about any on/off function or even 
on/on features such as headlight dimmer control.  Included 40A relay is a 5 
wire type which has a normally closed and normally open circuitry.  Give 
us a call and we’ll be happy to help you wire this into whatever function 
you are wanting to control.

Turn Signal Lever (Early GM W/Single Screw Retention) ............................................STW L43D .......... $73.95
Tilt Lever (GM Type – 1/4”-28 Thread) .........................................................................STW L33D .......... $64.95

Three position toggle switch can be mounted just about anywhere.  Flip it 
toward the side you want to flash, then flip it back to the center to cancel.  Special switch 
controls turn signal and brake circuits in rear, no extra bulbs required.
Toggle Turn Signal Switch .............................................................AAW 500148 ........ $29.95

Emergency Flasher Switch
Add-on four way flasher switch.  Includes instructions for easy hookup.  Requires 
separate flasher from turn signal flasher.  Mounts in 7/16” diameter hole.  Includes 

black plastic knob.  Shaft will fit knobs with 10-32 thread.
Emergency Flasher Switch .................................................................AAW 500221 ........ $48.95

Toggle Turn Signal Switch

Clamp-On Turn Signal Switch
Clamp-on turn signal switch for early steering columns that 
didn’t have turn signals.  Switch also features emergency flasher 

provision and built in lighted green indicators for both left and right signal plus 
a red indicator for emergency flashers.  Switch will require external flasher, not 
provided.  Instructions with wiring schematic included.  Total length measures 
7” from where it would mount to column to end of flasher arm.
Clamp-On Turn Signal Switch ...........................VIN U-13340-TS ...... $28.95

GM Column Turn Signal Connector Set
3-7/8” and 4-1/4” connector set allows the correct terminal 
and connector body connection to any 1969 or newer GM 

steering column without the use of exposed terminals or wiring. Kit includes 
both male and female plugs and all terminals.
GM Column Connector Kit .............................. AAW 500428 .......... $9.95

GM Switch Connector Plugs
Headlight switch plug:  Female 8-way one piece plug 
with terminals fits GM headlight switch.  Column 

mounted ignition switch plugs:  Two-piece plug fits GM column mounted 
ignition switch complete with terminals.  Dash mounted ignition switch 
plug:  “V” shaped 6-way plug with terminals.

Headlight Switch Plug ...................................................(Left) .....................................AAW 500189 .......... $5.95
Column Mount Ignition Switch Plugs (pr) ..................(Center) ...................................AAW 500257 .......... $7.95
Dash Mounted Ignition Switch Plug ............................ (Right) ....................................AAW 500287 .......... $5.95
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High Amp Alternator Kit

GM External Regulator to Internal Regulator Charging Conversion Kits
Simply unplug the vehicles wiring harness from the external regulator 
and install the supplied rubber jumper plug.  Click the alternator adapter 
into the existing alternator wire harness and then install the other end into the alternator.
To “SI” Type Alternators .......................................................... AAW 27555 ..........$20.95
To “CS” Type Alternators ........................................................ AAW 37787 ..........$28.95

Alternator Wiring Aids

Chrome “SI” Alternators
Internal (3-Wire) OR 1-Wire Charging

Alternators feature unique wiring to charge in either standard internal (3-wire) or customized 
1-wire charging systems.  Alternator does charge in either a 3-wire or 1-wire system however 
it will have a slight battery draw.  We recommend a battery disconnect 
switch to prevent battery drain down.  Alternators are reconditioned and 
include chrome V-belt pulley and chrome cooling fan.
100 Amp .......................................................................................SRS 7127 ......... $109.95
140 Amp .......................................................................................SRS 7140 ......... $159.95

This kit was designed to hook up any high output 1 
wire or GM SI series internally regulated alternator and features a heavy 
8 gauge fused power lead.  It can also be used to hook up any CS, CS-
130D, of Ford Gen III internally regulated alternator with the use of an 
alternator conversion kits. ............................. AAW 500875 .........$35.95

Chrome “CS” Alternators - NEW! - Not Reconditioned
A Must For Fuel Injection - Recommended For All Cars With High Electrical Demands

In addition to a high total amperage output these CS case alternators have a higher idle amperage output necessary 
for use on fuel injected engines.  Alternators offered in a true 3-wire OR 1-wire charging configuration and are 
NOT interchangeable between the two different charging systems.  These alternators are the highest quality 
alternators we carry but as everything, if you want quality it comes at a price.
 1-Wire Alternators 3-Wire Alternators*
105 Amp ............PWM 178021 ................$204.95 ..........PWM 17802 ..................$199.95
140 Amp ............PWM 378021 ................$224.95 ..........PWM 37802 ..................$219.95
* 3-Wire alternators are only available out of the box with a serpentine pulley installed.  If 
you need a V-belt application you will need to purchase a V-groove pulley and change it.
V-belt pulley if needed for 3-wire alternators (Chrome) ..............PWM 110 ........... $21.95

Adapter Plug - GM “SI” Harness to “CS” Series Alternator .........................................AAW 37796 ......... $24.95
“SI” Diode Kit - Easy Fix When Experiencing a Power Backfeed Problem ................AAW 500541 ........ $14.95
Rubber Stud Boot - Seals Over Battery Stud Insulator .................................................AAW 500057 .......... $4.95
Int. Regulator Plug - Male Plastic Plug Fits GM “SI” Series Alternators ....................AAW 500201 .......... $4.95
Ext. Regulator Plug - Male Plastic Plug For GM External Regulator Alternators .......AAW 500198 .......... $3.95
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Battery Pass-Through Studs

Battery Jumper Post Bracket
Steel, zinc finished bracket features correct shaped 
“DD” holes to accept remote battery jumper posts (sold 
separately).  This bracket is a real time-saver if you’ve ever 
tried to make these odd shaped holes, this hole shape is 
necessary to keep the post from turning as you tighten the 
post locking nut.  Self-threading 1/4” mounting hardware 

included.  USA made.
Battery Jumper Post Bracket ......................................... SRS 5000 ........... $19.95

Battery Jumper Posts

90° Battery Cable Lugs

Jumper posts allow remote access to battery power for jump starting or charging.  
All are housed in insulated plastic base and feature 3/8”-16 solid brass studs.
Positive Jumper Post (Red) ...................................... SRS 5010 ........... $16.95
Negative Jumper Post (Black) ..................................SRS 5011 ............ $16.95

Battery cable pass-through studs are the safe way to pass battery current 
through a bulkhead.

Red Housing ............................................................................. SRS 5008 ........... $13.95
Black Housing .......................................................................... SRS 5009 ........... $13.95

Battery cable lugs have a 90° bend with 3/8” hole. Great for use on starter 
terminals or numerous other applications.  Fits 1-gauge battery cable.

90° Cable Lugs (pr) ............................................................................ SRS 2185 ............. $5.50

Battery Tender
12 Volt - Every Vehicle That Is Left To Sit Weeks On End Should Have One!!

A battery can lose 1% of its 
charge per day if it sits unused.  
The Battery Tender maintains 

a constant full charge without the damaging 
effects of “trickle” charges.  The Battery Tender 
monitors your battery by automatically switching 

from charging to storage keeping it always fresh and ready.
Battery Tender Jr. (Pictured Right)
 0.75 amp  •  3-Step Charging (Initialization, Bulk Charge, Float/Maintenance)  •  Spark Proof  •  Fully Automatic 

Switching from Charge to Float  •  Short Circuit & Reverse Polarity Protected
 Battery Tender Jr.  .................................................................................................... TND 021-0123 ....... $29.95
Battery Tender Plus (Pictured Left)
 1.25 amp  •  4-Step Charging (Initialization, Bulk Charge, Absorption Mode, Float/Maintenance) • Spark Proof 

• Temperature Compensated • Fully Automatic • Short Circuit & Reverse Polarity Protected • 72 Hour Timer
 Battery Tender Plus  ................................................................................................. TND 021-0128 ....... $54.95
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Battery Mat

Made of billet aluminum this battery tray is designed for the popular 
Optima batteries. The tray is contoured on the bottom to the shape 
of the battery and the mounting strap is made to clear the battery posts and comes 
with stainless hardware. Available polished or black anodized and clear coated.
  Black .............................................................................. BLT 248910 ..........$79.95
Polished ............................................................................ BLT 248915 ..........$99.95

Battery Drop-Down / Out Boxes

Optima Battery Tray

Battery Cable Kits

Soffseal battery mat traps & neutralizes battery acid.  Measures 8” x 12” x 3/16” and can 
be cut with heavy duty scissors.  Black in color.
Battery Mat ................................................................................SOF BM1 ............. $8.95

Ground Straps

Braided ground straps have 3/8” eyelets on both ends.
12” Long .....................................................................................SRS GS12 ...........$14.95
18” Long .....................................................................................SRS GS18 ...........$14.95

American Autowire battery cable kits feature the lead die cast top post terminal 
has a molded end with a steel ring insert which enables you to tighten the 
connection without the risk of cracking or breaking the terminal, making this 
a tight connection minimizing corrosion and voltage drop.  All kits include 
proper battery cable ends (lugs) as well as a crimping tool to make your battery 
cable connections as professional as possible.
 Side Post Battery Top Post Battery
Under Hood Battery (6’ Cables) .....................AAW 500726 ..........$89.95 ...............AAW 500725 ..........$99.95
Trunk Mounted Battery (18’ Cables) ..............AAW 500724 ........$139.95 ...............AAW 500723 ........$149.95

Design allows the battery to drop down while still hanging in the frame 
bracket for service or you can remove the battery box from the frame bracket 
completely.  Mounting bracket has a slot cut along the back side to allow 
it to be installed over a frame mounted brake line.
Group 26 (L: 8-3/16”, W: 6-13/16”, H: 7-3/4”) Black Stainless Steel
  Small Battery (Group 26) ................................................. Not Available .................. CPP BDB-S26 ......$129.95
Group 24 (L:10-1/4”, W: 6-13/16”, H: 8-7/8”)
  Large Battery (Group 24) ......................................CPP BDB-S24BK .. $109.95 ...... CPP BDB-S24 ......$129.95
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Strong Nylon fuse holder mounts with single screw or can clip to the top of sheet 
metal.  Kit comes complete with 60 amp fuse and white opaque slip over cover.  #10 
screw connections for ring style terminals.
60 Amp Maxi-Fuse Assembly With Cover .......................... SRS 5449 ........... $18.95

Battery Disconnect Switches

60 Amp Maxi-Fuse & Holder

Master Disconnect Switch
Extra heavy duty design.  Protects against theft and electrical failures.  
Includes rubber insulator boots which cover the stud and nut.  Insulated 

rubber boots also available separately.
Master Disconnect Switch (Boots Included) ...................... AAW 500003 ........ $28.95
Insulated Rubber Boots (Pair) ............................................ AAW 500735 .......... $4.95

Lifeline Battery Disconnect Memory Retention Module
This allows disconnect to be shut off while supplying a 
continuous 1 amp battery circuit to the rest of the electrical 

system.  Devises requiring battery power for memory retention can be serviced 
while the rest of the system is protected from high current loads.  Any attempt 
to draw more than 1 amp will cause the module circuit to open until the high 

current draw is removed and the module will reset automatically. .... AAW 500778 ........ $24.95

Switch
Not
Included

175 Amp Mega-Fuse Assembly
The demands on some cars electrical systems today are tremendous 
and require high amp charging systems to maintain therefore a higher 

amp fuse will also be necessary.  Insulated housing has provision for 4 wire exits and 
is hinged to protect fuse and exposed electrical connections.  Measures 1-5/8” X 5-1/4” 
(W/mounting ears) X 1-7/8” tall.  4 ring terminals included.
Mega-Fuse Assembly .......................................................... AAW 500689 ........ $18.95
Replacement 175 Amp Fuse Only ....................................... AAW 500827 .......... $6.95

Programmable Electric Fan Controller
Triggers From Your Existing Water Temp Gauge Sender

Controller works with most existing electronic water temp gauges operating from the 
single-wire temperature sending unit already installed or a dedicated sending unit can 
be used.  Features fully programmable “fan on” and “fan off” temperatures to suit any 
application or preference and a full digital LED readout for displaying temperature 
readings and maintaining simple installation. Recommended mounting inside the cab 
of the vehicle or alternate dry environment.  The use of a second relay (not included) 
will be required for dual fan or two speed fan operation.  One 70 amp relay included.

Programmable Electric Fan Controller ...................................................................... DAK PAC-2750 .... $119.95

Great for use as an antitheft device or to isolate your battery while charging.  
Switch with removable key is light duty and should be used in 
relatively low amperage applications.

Heavy Duty Disconnect ........Metal Cased ............ VIN A-14300-D ...... $26.95
Disconnect W/Key ............... Plastic Cased ............ VIN SR-14300 ....... $12.95
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Electric Fan Wiring Systems
All Ron Francis Wire Works systems include 30 amp fuse and high quality relays 
to carry the high amperage demands of todays electric fans.
Temperature Control - Ron Francis offers kits with 3/8” NPT sender to sense 

water temperature and turn the electric fan on and off automatically.
A/C Request - Kits with A/C request will (in addition to the temp sensor) turn the 

electric fan on when the A/C compressor is engaged.
Temperature Switch Range A/C Request
175 Degree On / 160 Degree Off .................................Yes .......................................... RFW AR-23 ......... $86.95
175 Degree On / 160 Degree Off ................................. No ........................................... RFW AR-29 ......... $70.95
 Replacement 175 Degree On / 160 Degree Off Temp Switch ................................... RFW AR-33 ......... $44.95
200 Degree On / 185 Degree Off .................................Yes .......................................... RFW AR-24 ......... $86.95
200 Degree On / 185 Degree Off ................................. No ........................................... RFW AR-30 ......... $70.95
 Replacement 200 Degree On / 185 Degree Off Temp Switch ................................... RFW AR-34 ......... $44.95

Electric Fan Relay & Wiring Kits
Relay Kits Only - Requires Switch To Activate Relay

A relay is the ‘middle man’ between the switch and the electric fan.  The switch, be it 
adjustable thermostatic or toggle, simply turns on and off the relay.  The relay is what 
handles the high amp load of delivering the electricity to the fan motor.  By using a 
relay your switch will last longer and the system is much safer.
40 Amp Relay Kit (Most Single Fan Set-Ups) ................. AAW 500479 ........$21.95
70 Amp Relay Kit (Most Dual or H.D. Fan Set-Ups) ....VAA 23102-VUW .....$39.95

Electric Fan Temperature Switches
Used For Triggering Relay Systems – Vintage Air Relay Harness Recommended

These are simply switches that turn on and off at the temp ranges shown.  These switches have 
only one 1/4” spade connector so they will connect the wire attached to it to ground when above 
it is above its temp setting.  The wiring harnesses listed right include wiring instructions for 
this “ground side” switching.  Both switches have 3/8”npt threads.
190 Degree On / 170 Degree Off ................................................. MPF MFA108.........$19.95
200 Degree On / 180 Degree Off ................................................. MPF MFA109.........$19.95

Electric Fan Adjustable Thermostat Cover
Fits Above Vintage Air Adjustable Thermostats Only

Adjustable Electric Fan Thermostat
Must Be Used With Electric Fan Relay Kit

Thermostatic switch features probe with 1/4” npt fitting to install in 
lower radiator tank when drain cock is removed.  Adjustable knob 
allows you to dial when the fan comes on.  Allows temperature settings between 
180° and 240°.  Can be used in conjunction with trinary safety switch.
Adjustable Electric Fan Thermostat .............................VAA 24675-VUT ......$29.95

Satin finish aluminum cover slips over adjustable thermostat.  Insulated wire end 
terminals included.
Electric Fan Thermostat Cover ...................................... VIN CL-8658-W ........$9.95
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Wiper Switch
2 Speed rotary style switch has “Park” position.  Switch uses 1/4” female 
spade terminals.  Black plastic knob with wiper logo included or can be 

replaced with knobs with 3/16” hole and set screw.
Wiper Switch ............................................................................... AAW 500146 ........ $17.95

‘55-’57 Chevy “Updated” Ignition Switch & Key Cylinder
Updated to provide power to the ignition circuit when in the “crank” position, the 
original did not.  This is a must if you’ve changed the ignition system or starter to 
something post points.  Includes new chrome nut, spacer and connector.  Switches do 
not include lock cylinder but will accept original.
Updated Ignition Switch ..................... ‘55-’56 ................. AAW 500670 ........ $34.95
Updated Ignition Switch .........................‘57 .................... AAW 500675 ........ $34.95
New Lock Cylinder W/Keys .............. ‘55-’57 ................. AAW 500672 ........ $18.95

Ignition Switches
Two switches to choose from.  Switch pictured left features chrome 
face nut and includes common plastic plug with one way wire ends 
to hold wires into plug.  Pictured right switch features studs with 
nuts for wire installation and aluminum face nut.  Both switches have 
“accessory” position and include two keys.
With Modular Plug (Pictured Left) ........ AAW 500456 ........ $24.95
With Studs (Pictured Right) ................... AAW 500006 ........ $15.95

Push / Pull Switch

2 Speed Switch (Can Be Used For Heater or Wiper)
Push / pull type switch with OFF-LO-HI positions.  Switch has built-in resistor 
and accepts ring style terminals.  Yellow plastic knob included but can be 

replaced with 10-24 threaded knob.  Requires 7/16” hole for installation.
2 Speed Switch ............................................................................... AAW 500144 ........ $24.95

Dimmer Switch

Simple heavy duty on/off switch.  Switch accepts ring terminals.  Chrome knob 
included (cannot be removed).
Heavy Duty Push Pull Switch .......................................................... AAW 500322 ........ $21.95

Switch Only ............................................................................ AAW 500042 .......... $7.95
Connector & Terminals ........................................................... AAW 500286 .......... $3.95

Aluminum Accented Face Nuts

Switch
Not
Included

Machined aluminum, satin finish face nuts have black O-ring accent around outer 
perimeter.  Nuts simply thread on to your switches for a completed look to your 
dashboard.  These may fit other manufacturers switches than what is listed.
Headlight Face Nut ................... Fits AAW 500341 .............STW B-HLSN ........ $11.95
Ignition Switch Face Nut .......... Fits AAW 500006 ............... STW L47N .......... $11.95
Wiper Switch Face Nut ............. Fits AAW 500146 ............. STW B-WSN ........ $11.95
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Accent rings slip on to a groove cut in the knob and switch face nut.  Ignition 
switches are offered a specific color because the keys are molded in color 
(two keys included).
GM Headlight Switch w/ Modular Plug (A) ......RFW HL-07 ..........$41.95
Headlight Switch W/Built-In High Beam (B)....RFW HL-16 ..........$39.95
Universal Aluminum Knob 3/16” Hole (C) ....... RFW MK-5...........$15.95
Universal Aluminum Knob 1/4” Hole (C) ......... RFW MK-6...........$15.95
Push-Pull On/Off Switch (D) ............................. RFW PS-32...........$36.95
Ignition Switch (Blue) (E) ............................... RFW IS-04BL ........$44.95
Ignition Switch (Black) (E) ..............................RFW IS-04BK ........$44.95
Ignition Switch (Tan) (E) .................................RFW IS-04TN ........$44.95
Ignition Switch (Red) (E) .................................RFW IS-04RD ........$44.95
2-speed Switch (Heater/Wiper) (F) ................... RFW WS-31 ..........$36.95

Synergy Color Accented Switches
All (Except Ignition) Include Black, Blue, Tan & Red Accent Rings

So-Cal Electric Switches
More Switches Can Be Found In The Electrical Section. 

So-Cal Speed Shop has assembled a quality selection of switches with the 
right aesthetics to compliment your hot rod.  Sourced from a number of 
manufacturers, they have been fitted with So-Cal’s own stylish Art Deco 
knobs and bezels. 
Push Operated Horn Switch (A) ........................ SOC 60766 ...........$29.95
GM Type Headlight Switch (B) ......................... SOC 60754 ...........$39.95
Two-Speed Wiper Switch (C) ............................ SOC 60750 ...........$29.95
Ignition Switch W/Keys (D) .............................. SOC 60752 ...........$29.95
Push/Pull On/Off Switch (E) .............................. SOC 50447 ...........$19.95
Keyless Ignition Switch (F) ............................... SOC 60753 ...........$29.95
Headlight Switch W/Built-In High Beam (G) ... SOC 50467 ...........$39.95

A B

GF

E

DC

Headlight Switch

Quality switch features internal auto-resetting circuit breaker.  
Includes circuits for interior lights, headlights and running lights with dimmer 
for dash lights.  Includes plastic plug and wire terminals that secure in plug for 
easy installation and removal.  Requires fused circuits for running, dash and 
interior lights.  Complete with machine satin finish knob and instructions.
Headlight Switch ...................................................... AAW 500341 .........$24.95
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Torque Converter Lock-up Kit
Cable Driven Speedometer Transmissions Only
Electronic system to lock and unlock converter by vehicle 

speed the way GM intended, not by vacuum.  Kit reads vehicle speed through 
a sensor installed between the transmission and the speedometer cable.  
Adjustable speed setting but preset to lock the converter at 42-47 MPH and 
unlocks below that speed or when the brakes are applied.  Connects into the 
factory pin plug in transmission.  Kit can be used with or without computer. 

200R-4, TH-350 (W/Converter Lock-Up) & 700R-4 ...............Square 4-Pin ...............RFW TC-70 ....... $195.95

Neutral Safety (or Back-Up) Switch Kit
Will Work With Lokar Column Shift 
Linkage Kits.
Kit can be installed for EITHER neutral 
safety OR backup light switch NOT BOTH.  
Kit includes adjustable bracket that mounts 
to transmission pan, switch, long pan bolts 
and instructions.

GM TH-350, TH-400, 700R-4 ....................................................................................LKR BL-1400U ...... $35.95

Push Button Neutral Safety Switch
Replacement Neutral Safety Switch for Lokar and Gennie Shifters
Switch is normally open meaning that the button has to be pushed in to achieve 
continuity between the terminals.  Needs only slight movement to activate.

Push Button Neutral Safety Switch..................................................LKR S-68154 ........ $18.95

LED Shift Indicator Displays
2-Part System – Sender & Display Indicator Required 
Lokar’s shift indicator features a cable operated sensor 
to allow flexibility of mounting to a variety of locations 
such as on the transmission, on the frame, to the floor pan 
or inner fender etc.  This sensor module utilizes an easy 
to use programmable solid-state circuit board with built 
in neutral safety and backup light circuits.  Compatible 
with all Lokar and most other shifters.

Sensor Kits (Sending Units)
GM – Transmissions..................................................................LKR CINS-1797 .... $173.95
Ford – C4 & C6 Transmissions .................................................LKR CINS-1799 .... $173.95
Ford – AOD Transmission.........................................................LKR CINS-1798 .... $173.95
Chrysler – 727 ,604 & 518 Transmissions ...............................LKR CINS-17001 ... $173.95

Dashboard Indicators Horizontal Vertical
  3-Speed (PRND21) ..................LKR CIND-1700 .... $45.95 ...............LKR CIND-1701 .....$45.95
  Overdrive (PRNOD21) ............LKR CIND-1702 .... $45.95 ...............LKR CIND-1703 .....$45.95
  Ford AOD (PRNOD1) .............LKR CIND-1704 .... $45.95 ...............LKR CIND-1705 .....$45.95
Shifter Boot With Indicator – Billet Aluminum Boot Rings With Indicator Window Attached.  All 
boots listed are rectangular type boot ring, round shifter boots available.

  3-Speed (PRND21 Pattern) ..........................LKR CINB-1763 ..... $82.95 ...............LKR CINB-1764 ......$82.95
  Overdrive (PRNOD21 Pattern) ....................LKR CINB-1765 ..... $82.95 ...............LKR CINB-1766 ......$82.95
  Ford AOD (PRNOD1 Pattern) .....................LKR CINB-1767 ..... $82.95 ...............LKR CINB-1768 ......$82.95
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Brake Line “T” For Hydraulic Brake Switch
Brass “T” has 1/8” NPT port on the short side (leg) and offered for either 3/16” or 1/4” hard 
line with inverted flair on the through ends (run).
3/16” Brake Line ................................................................................ RFW BL-18 ..........$14.95
 1/4” Brake Line (2-Part T fitting - Not Shown) ................................ RFW BL-25 ..........$16.95

Heavy Duty Push Button Brake Light Switch

Low Pressure Hydraulic Brake Light Switch
Relay Recommended For Use With Halogen Taillights

Low pressure activation between 20 to 50 psi compared to the stock switch which came on 
between 60 to 120 psi.  Lower pressure means your brake lights come on sooner!  Switch 
has 1/8” NPT connection and comes with low profile connection plug.
Low Pressure Hydraulic Brake Light Switch ............................ PPP 80174 ...........$15.95

Lever Brake Light Switch

Adjustable Lever Type Brake Switch

Fully adjustable, waterproof and rated for high amps!  This switch is the 
latest generation in brake light switches.  Rated at a much higher amp rating 
than any other brake switch on the market this switch doe’s not require a 
relay for most applications.  Adjustable stainless bracket makes it easily 
adaptable to most manufactures pedal assemblies.
Heavy Duty Brake Switch ................................ RFW SW-42 .........$32.95

Waterproof switch features adjustable lever arm allowing for easier installation into just 
about any vehicle with under floor brake assembly.  Includes stainless mounting hardware 
and terminal ends.  If using halogen taillight bulbs a relay kit is recommended for use with 
this brake switch.
Adjustable Lever Brake Switch ....................................................STW L08 ............$24.95

Relay Recommended For Use With Halogen Taillights
Lever style brake light switch is water resistant and can be used under the floor or in the 
engine compartment if necessary.
Lever Brake Light Switch ......................................................... AAW 500098 .........$13.95

Under Dash Mount Brake Light Switches

The simple switch just controls the brake light circuit only.  Multipurpose 
switch includes connectors for use with cruise control, transmission converter 
lockup or anything that requires a circuit interrupt when the brake is applied.
Simple Brake Switch (Left) ..........................................................................................AAW 500097 .......... $8.95
Multi-Purpose (Brake & Cruise / Converter Lockup Interrupt) ...................................AAW 500145 ........ $11.95
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Power Window Switch Crank Regulators
Regulators feature factory style splined shafts to accept your stock or aftermarket style window cranks.  Mechanism 
features internal micro switches to control movement of the power window.  Push or pull handle up and down to 

operate.  Retains the appearance of factory manual windows while having the 
convenience of power windows. Available for early and late Ford, Mopar and 
GM applications. Measures 3” x 3” x 5/8” thick x 1-3/8” (shaft length).  Sold 
in pairs.  These are made in the U.S.A.!!!

Pre ‘49 Ford/Mopar...........................CAR EPWS-FM .... $139.95
Pre ’49 GM .......................................CAR EPWS-GM .... $139.95
’49-up Ford & GM ...........................CAR EPWS-FGM ... $139.95

Illuminated Aluminum 5-Wire Switches
Can Be Used For Power Windows, Door Locks, Trunks, Etc…

Aluminum rocker switches are a 5-wire type which means they are internally polarity reversing 
and do not require external relays for reversing motor operation.  Switch is very low profile from mounting surface 
and has two finger-tip recesses with small holes in the center allowing light to pass through.  Switches mount 

with small studs which attach to the back side of switch frame in “blind” holes 
so no mounting hardware is seen.  All switch kits include terminals wire leads 
and the best instructions in the industry.  Triple switch kit is primarily used for 
power windows and includes one single switch and one dual switch.  Satin finish.
Single Switch Kit ......................................................STW L39-5BS ....... $79.95
Dual Switch Kit ........................................................STW L39-5BD ..... $144.95
Triple Switch Kit ......................................................STW L39-5BT ..... $209.95

Aluminum 3-Wire Switches
Can Be Used For Power Windows, Door Locks, Trunks, Etc…

3-Wire switches require polarity-reversing relays (included) to control reversing motor 
operations.  (Switches are available without polarity reversing relays at a lesser cost.)  All switches include bezels, 
terminals, wire leads and quality instructions.  Triple switch kit is primarily used for power windows and includes 
one single switch and one dual switch.  All are satin finish and are non-illuminated but a “back lighting” kit is 
available, call for more information.

Dimpled Rocker Switches
Rocker switch itself is taller than its frame and features small recesses 
in rocker to locate up and down positions.  
Single Switch Kit ...................................STW L39BOS ........ $77.95
Dual Switch Kit .................................... STW L39BOD ..... $138.95
Triple Switch Kit ...................................STW L39BOT ...... $198.95

Paddle Rocker Switches
Raised paddle in the center of the rocker similar to early OEM designs.
Single Switch Kit ........................................STW L39BOSP ....... $77.95
Dual Switch Kit ......................................... STW L39BODP .... $138.95
Triple Switch Kit ........................................STW L39BOTP ..... $198.95
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Store Hours:
Monday through Friday 8:00 am to 5:00 pm

Saturday 9:00 am to 1:00 pm
Central Standard Time
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Universal 40 & 70 Amp Relay, Base & Pigtail kit

Relays features a single pole, double throw, 5-terminal design. 12 volt 40 or 70 amp 
relay, mounting bracket and a 5 wire wiring harness with color coded leads.
Universal 40 Amp Relay ........................................................ SRS 5591 ............. $9.95
Universal 70 Amp Relay ...................................................... DAK RLY-3 ......... $29.95

Windshield Mount Antenna
Best Choice for Steel Cars

12-Volt amplified antenna is designed to be placed in the windshield and because of its 
small size is easier hidden behind a rearview mirror.  Totally non directional, receives 
signal from 360 degrees.  Antenna head measures 7/8” X 7/8” X 4” and features 8’ lead.  
Windshield Mount Hidden Antenna ......................................... SRS 850 ............$59.95

Hidden Antenna
More Popular To Hide In Fiberglass Cars

In a fiberglass car this antenna can be placed above the headliner 
or under the dash close to the cowl top.  This antenna too is 
designed to be affixed to the windshield or rear window but 
because of its larger, unattractive size most people had rather 
not put this one on the glass.  Antenna requires 12 volt power and must be grounded.  Head measures 5/8” X 3/4” 
X 14-3/4” with 8’ leads.Hidden Antenna ..........................................................................SRS 860 ............ $39.95

Chrome 12 Volt Horns

Dual horn set has one high and one low tone horn.  Chrome metal grille and 
chromed plastic body covers.  Mounting brackets included.  Sold in pair sets.
Dual Chrome Horns ............................................ SRS 5230 ........... $34.95

Dual Relay Pack
Used Primarily for Polarity Reversing

One Hundred Forty Five

Universal Waterproof 40 Amp Relays
The waterproof aspect of this relay makes it perfect for use under the hood, on the frame or any place where 
the weather and elements might affect 
it.  Offered with 10’ of color coded hi-
temp XLPE coated wire installed with proper crimps and 
waterproof seals in relay base or in kit form with base, loose 
wire terminals and wire seals only.
Relay With 10’ of Wire Installed ..............................AAW 500093 .........$55.95
Relay With Base & Terminals ..................................AAW 500448 .........$22.95

Dual 30 amp relays installed in a single base with color coded pigtails.  Dakota 
Digital includes an easy to understand instruction set which explains relay logic 
and shows how to connect this relay pack to perform a number of common tasks.
Dual Relay Pack ........................................................... DAK RLY-2 ......... $24.95
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Bright Blue Illuminator LED
A little LED that’s bright enough to use for illumination.  Pale blue color 

provides a nice hue at night.  Use for lighting up your glove box, ash tray or to add accent 
lighting. Very small size snap into a .156” hole or just RTV in place.  NOTE: This LED is too 
bright for use as an indicator light!

Bright Illuminator L.E.D. Light (Ea.) .................................................................... STW L18BRB-5/32 .... $11.95

Oval Interior Lights
Lights bodies are machined from billet aluminum and feature LED lighting to provide you with a 
soft white light instead of the dingy yellow light compared to others. Your choice between Radius 

Edge design and Angled Edge version 
with a 30 degree angle cut bezel.  
Measures 5-1/4” long X 2-1/8” wide 
X 3/4” deep (behind panel)

Angled Edge ...........................................TRI OIL30P ......... $59.95
Radius Edge ..............................................TRI OILP ........... $59.95

Round Dome Lights
Light With Switch Will Not Work With Door Jam Switches

Chrome bezel and frosted white glass lens 4-7/8” O.D. X 
3/4” (above headliner).  Light without switch can be wired 

to headlight switch and jam switches (with relay) so it comes on through 
the ground circuit.  Dome light with switch controls the power wire so 
it can only be turned on and off by the switch.
Without Switch ............................................ VIN A-13771 ........ $45.95
With Switch ..............................................VIN A-13771-WS ..... $52.95

Elliptical Dome Light
Paul Atkins Signature Series

Courtesy Light Kit

This elliptical dome light features a chrome plated die cast bezel and a 
frosted plastic lens.  Measures 4-1/2” long by 2” wide and is 3/4” deep.

Elliptical Dome Light .................................................. CMW DM-402 ....... $57.95

Kit connects two under dash courtesy light sockets to your headlight switch and 
door jam switches.  Includes sockets with mounting bracket and terminals for 
bullet, blade or screw type door jam switches.  Complete instructions included but 
not bulbs not included.
Courtesy Light Kit ....................................................... AAW 500081 ........ $25.95

Angled Edge / Radius Edge

Interior Lights
Aluminum interior lights can be used in the doors panels, kick panels or 
wherever you want a classy interior light.  All expertly polished.
 2 White Lenses White & Red Lens
Oval ................BLT 60320 ............$38.95 ...... BLT 60420 ...........$38.95
Rectangular .....BLT 60120 ............$38.95 ...... BLT 60220 ...........$38.95
Oval = 4” X 1-3/4” X 1-1/2” Deep  /  Rect. = 3-5/8” X 1-1/2” X 1-1/4” Deep
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These contacts are ideal for use in hidden hinge applications 
as they can sometimes pose a problem using wireless contacts 
because the door slides out of the door opening.  These contacts feature one 
side a flat contact area allowing the spring loaded pin to slide in/on without 
interference problems.  Available with a built in ground contact for your dome 
light to eliminate the extra switch.  Sold in pair sets, one set per door/jamb.
WITHOUT Dome Light Grounding Contact
  3 Wire Contact .................CAR WEK1-3 .........$44.95
  5 Wire Contact .................CAR WEK1-5 .........$49.95
  7 Wire Contact .................CAR WEK1-7 .........$54.95
  9 Wire Contact .................CAR WEK1-9 .........$59.95

Hidden Hinge Door Jam Conduits
Front Hinged or Suicide Hinged Applications

On a hidden hinge application the door pushes out of the opening 
as the door opens and hinges away.  The unique slide on this 
conduit system features a nylon ball and socket to allow the 
conduit to slide through but also take a sharp, quick angle as 
the door first moves off the door jam.  
Hidden Hinge Door Jam Conduits (Pair) .............ITS BB-1934 .........$69.95

Stainless Door Conduits
Conduits are made from stainless spring wire.  1/2” conduits will hold approximately 10 wires, 5/8” conduits will 
hold approximately 15 wires.  Both sizes also available with either hard plastic or aluminum slides.  Aluminum 
slide kit includes an aluminum anchor for the conduit spring to 
thread into.  The plastic slide kit comes with a rubber grommet 
the conduit pushes/threads into.
1/2” Set Hard-Plastic Slides ...........SPW FWC .......... $27.95
1/2” Set Aluminum Slides ...........SPW FWC-BA ....... $53.95
5/8” Set Hard-Plastic Slides ........ SPW XLFWC ........ $27.95
5/8” Set Aluminum Slides ........SPW XLFWC-BA .... $53.95

Braided Stainless Door Jam Conduits
Conduits feature one end with a fixed aluminum fitting and an aluminum sleeve 
bonded to the other end to keep braid from unraveling.  An aluminum slide is provided 
for the conduit to slide through.  Fitting and sleeve feature a slip collar with setscrew 
to butt up against the backside to make installation easy in tight locations.  Pair sets.
1/4” I.D. ............................................................................ITS LSS-25 ..........$37.95
1/2” I.D. ............................................................................ITS LSS-50 ..........$39.95

Wireless Door Contacts

Ideal for interior lights or alarm systems.  Priced each.
Pin Style (Self Adjusting & Self Tapping) ..................... AAW 500100 .......... $8.95
Snap-In Button Style (7/8” Mounting Hole) .................. AAW 500101 .......... $9.95
Button Style W/Flange (3/4” Mounting Hole) ............... AAW 500102 .......... $8.95

Door Jam Switches

WITH Dome Light Grounding Contact
  2 Wire Contact .................CAR WEK2-3 .........$44.95
  4 Wire Contact .................CAR WEK2-5 .........$49.95
  6 Wire Contact .................CAR WEK2-7 .........$54.95
  8 Wire Contact .................CAR WEK2-9 .........$59.95
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2, 4 & 7 Function Remote Systems
High quality kits come with internal 30amp relays, easy to read and understand instructions 

and feature an optional built-in safety system to deactivate the remotes when 
the ignition is on.  A “backup” wire is also wired into the harness for you to 
connect to a momentary switch (not included) so that you can gain access 
into the car should you loose, or close the car doors with the remotes inside 
the car.  No actuators or solenoids are included with these kits.
2 Function .......................................................... STW L-GM2 ...... $149.95
4 Function .......................................................... STW L-QD4 ....... $169.95
7 Function ...........................................................STW L-LK7 ....... $199.95

10 Function Remote System
The CMD-10K can be installed and configured to remotely release the driver’s and passenger’s door latches, 

provide up and down control of both the driver and 
passenger side window, as well as release the trunk 

latch or operate a trunk lift up and down.  In addition to this, a pair 
of auxiliary outputs is provided for external relays.  These auxiliary 
relays can be set up as momentarily on or as latch-on, latch-off.  A 
safety feature partially disables the system when the ignition is on to 
avoid the accidental opening of a door during the vehicle operation.  
With the ignition on the only functions that are allowed to work are 
the control of the power windows ....... DAK CMD-10K .... $199.95

Basic 3 Function Remote System
Relays Recommended For High Amp Applications (Not Included)

Light duty remote system is recommended for use with screw motor 
actuators.  If you intend to use this kit with solenoids we recommend you 

install relays between the remote and solenoid.  This is a pretty basic kit including 
a receiver box and two key chain transmitters with instructions for most common 
installations in opening Bear-Claw latches or door locks.
Basic 3 Function Remote System .................................... RHC 2-RTA-01 ....... $74.95

Builder Tip:  Remote Control Systems
There is often confusion regarding functions and features in remote systems.  Hopefully this will clarify what functions are along 
with some other explanations to help you make a more informed decision on which system is right for you.
Functions:  Each single function or channel is one operation to perform.  An example would be that one function could send a signal 

down a wire (when button is pushed) to operate a solenoid (or screw motor) to open one latch/door.  Another example would be to 
send a signal down a wire to move one power window in one direction.  The movement of the window up OR down is each a separate 
action.  Up AND down are two actions and would require different signals from the remote system for each up and down movement.

Polarity Reversing:  Most everyone understands that to make a simple fan run one direction you hook one wire to positive and the other 
to negative and to reverse the direction we change both wires to the opposite poles.  Move what was positive to negative and what was 
negative to positive to get the fan to run in the other direction.  The same is true for power windows, locks and trunk lifts.  A power 
window motor runs one way for the window up and the polarity must be reversed for it to run down.  Each of these two actions (up 
and down) will require a separate channel or function from the remote system.  One window up and down requires two functions.

Polarity Reversing With Relays:  Polarity reversing with relays requires two-relays which connect the two wires from each motor 
(window or trunk lift) to ground when “relaxed” or off.  Each of these two relays is connected to separate functions of the remote 
system (two relays / two functions).  When one function is energized to one of these relays it activates that relay and connects its 
respective motor wire to positive to make the motor run in a particular direction.  When the function is released the relay turns 
off and the motor stops, activate the other function (relay) and its respective wire is connected to positive and the motor runs 
the opposite direction.  Remember that when the relays are off both motor wires are connected to ground so when either relay is 
turned on the motor will run in one particular direction.
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Emergency Entry Systems
Back-Up Cable System For Use With Electric Entry Systems

Cable backup system connects to door or truck latch to manually release the 
latch should something happen to your electronic 
entry system or an electrical failure.  Connect 
one end of the cable to the latch and route the 
other end to an accessible area so the latch 
can be released with a pull of the cable.  Steel 
inner cable, nylon kink-resistant outer sleeving, 
anchors, clamps, hardware and instructions.
Door Entry - Reg. Hinge - Braided Stainless Conduit & Aluminum Pull Knob ........... ITS BKD-1 .......... $34.95
Door Entry - Hidden Hinge - Aluminum Cable End & Aluminum Pull Knob ............. ITS BB-1943 ........ $31.95
Trunk Entry System - Aluminum Cable End & Aluminum Pull Knob .......................... ITS BKT-2 .......... $31.95
Trunk Entry System - (Econo) Aluminum Pull Knob Only ............................................ ITS SKT-2 .......... $19.95

40-lb. Pull Solenoids
Strong Enough For Most Stock Type Latches

Solenoid features sturdy 2-bolt mounting flange and includes 
18” of cable, crimp cable anchors, hardware and electrical 
connectors.  Fuse holder with 35 amp fuse and high amperage 
rated momentary push button switch also included but can be wired to some 
remote systems.  External relays may be required for use with remote systems.
Heavy Duty Solenoid (Each) ...................................... SRS 8275 ........... $69.95

2 & 3 Function Remote Entry Kits With Screw-Motor Actuators
12lb. Pull Actuators Included - For Use With Bear-Claw Style Latches

Systems include receiver, two transmitters, wiring harness, 
actuators, hardware, weatherproof emergency entry button 
and built-in safety feature deactivating transmitters when the ignition is on 
preventing the doors from opening accidentally while driving.  Remotes 
work up to 50’ away, give you independent control over driver and passenger 
doors and have replaceable battery.  Instructions included.
2 Function System................2 Doors ................. ROD 104 ......... $219.95
3 Function System.........2 Doors + Trunk ........... ROD 103 ......... $299.95

Screw-Motor Actuators & Connection Rods
12lb. Pull - Designed For Rotary-Claw Type Latch

12 Volt screw-motor type actuator measures 5-1/8” long (to end of eyelet 
(compressed)) X 1-7/8” wide X 1” thick.  Actuators have 7/8” of stroke.
Actuator Only (Ea.) ............................................ ROD 105 ............$32.95
Stainless Connection Rod .................................. ROD 117 ...............$2.50

Hidden Hinge Emergency Entry Kit With “Eyeball” Grommet
Unique feature to this kit is the grommet/slide in the jam 
witch allows the braided conduit to not only slide through 
but the ball will also pivot to take the sharp, quick angle that is characteristic 
to hidden hinges as the door first moves out of the opening.  Basically an 
improved design of the hidden hinge entry cable kit number BB-1943 above.
Hidden Hinge Emergency Entry Kit ................ ITS BB-1943-P ....... $52.95
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Hot Rod License Plate Light
Small universal license plate light measures only 2-1/2” x 1-1/4” x 1-1/8” 
tall.  Chrome plated housing with frosted white lens with stainless sheet metal 
mounting screws and foam mounting pad.  12 volt only.

Hot Rod License Plate Light ..............................................................SRS 3815 ............. $9.95

Aluminum Licence Plate Frames
Machined from 6061-T6 billet aluminum and recessed 
on the back side for the licence plate to set into.  Offered 

as just the perimeter frame only, with tag illumination light or with tag 
illumination light and 3rd brake light.  All frames measure 12-3/8” 
wide X 6-1/2” tall.  Stainless countersunk allen head mounting screws 
included.  Polished to perfection!
Tag Light And 3rd Brake Light ....................BLT 55520 .......... $69.95
Tag Light Only (W/Bow-Tie Logo) ..............BLT 55320 .......... $59.95
Tag Light Only ..............................................BLT 55220 .......... $49.95
Non-Lighted ..................................................BLT 55120 .......... $31.95

Electric Retractable Tag3-3/8”

4-
3/

8”

Fully automatic electric tag retractor includes wire, fuses mounting hardware and 
instructions.  Unit features a built in safety feature should the tag be subject to a hard 
forward or backward hit a disc spring washer is installed on the motor shaft to allow 
the tag mount plate to move without damaging the drive motor or internal mechanism.  
No provision for tag light, use tag frame with illumination light.
Electric Retractable Tag ............................................................ GTP TT ........... $319.95

Lite’n-Boltz Licence Plate Illumination Bolts
Stainless bolts with windows cut into the side with a white 
12 volt LED light.  Can be used for glove box lighting, map 
lights, nostalgic type gauge lighting, whatever you can imagine.  
5/16” diameter thread and comes with nut.  Four piece kits 
include two LED’s and two license plate mounting bolts and 

nuts.  Thread Size: 5/16”-18 x 3/4”
 Satin Polished

Rounded Head .....2-Piece Kit ..... DEI 30302 ...........$19.95 ......DEI 30310 ............$22.95
Rounded Head .....4-Piece Kit ..... DEI 30301 ...........$22.95 ......DEI 30309 ............$25.95
Acorn Head ..........2-Piece Kit .............. Not Available ................DEI 30311 ............$27.95

Art Deco License Plate Light 
The So-Cal art deco license plate light is fashioned after automotive 
designs of the late ’30’s and ‘40’s die-cast construction and features 

quality chrome plating.  Mounting requires two 3/16” and one 7/8” diameter holes. 
Includes 12V bulb, pig-tail socket, mounting hardware and neoprene gasket.  Light 
body measures 2-1/2” W x 1-1/2” T x 1-1/4” D
Art Deco License Plate Light .............................................. SOC 62726 .......... $29.95
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Polished Aluminum 3rd Brake Light

L.E.D. Split-Window 3rd Brake Light
Can Be Wired For Turn Signals

Light features 2 LED groups powered by individual wires allowing 
each side to be connected to its respective taillight so it can also be 
used for turn signals.  You can wire both wires together so it works like a conventional 
3rd brake light.  Adjustable bracket compensates for window angle.  Light head 
measures 8” wide X 3/4” tall ..........................................................................................JUO 18200 .......... $89.95

L.E.D. 3rd Brake Lights

Rod-Lites

Brite Lights

Tube License Plate Light

Light is housed in a polished stainless 7/8” diameter X 8” long tube 
that has a 2-1/2” slot cut into the bottom for light to come through.  
Tube mounts with two studs that measure 7” across which ironically 
is the same spacing as all our tag frames.
Tube License Plate Light ..................DMC B-13410-LPL .... $64.95

Die cast chrome plated lights feature hollow mounting bolts for wires to pass 
through.  Complete with 12-volt bulbs and amber lenses.  Replacement bulbs and 
lenses are available.  Single element lights can be wired for turn signal OR parking 
lights, dual element light can be wired for both.  Sold each.
Small (Single Element) ..... 1-3/8” Tall X 1-5/8” Deep (Lens 1-1/8” X 1-3/4”) ........... VIN HR-13302-S ..... $10.95
Large (Dual Element)  ...... 2-3/16” Tall X 2-1/8” Deep (Lens 1-3/4” X 2-3/8”) ....... VIN HR-13302-MTS .. $12.95

Machined from billet aluminum and chrome plated these little lights feature glass lenses.  Lights 
are a dual element type for use as park/running and turn signals.  Wires pass through the hollow 
mounting bolt.  Light must ground through light body.  Amber lenses and sold in pair sets.
“Mini-Bullet” 15/16” Dia. X 1-1/2” Tall X 1-3/4” Long. ....................RFW SC-61 ..........$77.95

Brake lights feature 20 super bright L.E.D. lights.  12 volt lights have 
single pedestal type mounting with wires passing through mount to 
exit out the bottom.  Measures 7” wide X 2-1/8” tall (total height) 
X 1” deep.
Satin Aluminum  .................................. VIN BA-13613 ........$47.95
Chrome Steel .................................... VIN SR-13613-LED ...$49.95

Oval style third brake light features swivel base to adjust to rear window angle.  Two 
12 volt bulbs to help distribute an even light across the lens and is powered by a single 
wire so it must ground through the light body.  Perfectly polished.
3rd Brake Light ...... 7” Wide X 1-3/4” Tall X 1” Deep ...... BLT 62220 ..........$49.95
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H-4 Headlight Turn Signal Kit
If you’re running the common H-4 bulbs in your standard or tri-bar 
headlights, this is just the set-up you need.  The turn signal bulb socket 

simply sets into the 3 prong opening as the H-4 bulb giving you a turn signal inside your 
headlight.  Super bright amber L.E.D. bulbs included.  Sold in pair sets.
H-4 Turn Signal Kit ..................................................................SPE 910-64150 ....... $17.95

“King Bee” Style Headlights
Universal Applications - Halogen Bulbs

Turn Signal “King Bee” Headlights
Universal Applications – Halogen Bulbs

“Deitz” Style Headlights
Universal Applications

King Bee style headlights updated with built-in turn signals.  Turn signal is an amber dual element 
12 volt bulb installed through the back side of the reflector.  These 7” diameter headlights feature 
quartz halogen headlight bulbs with mirrored reflectors bonded to a prism effect glass lens.  Listed 
with polished stainless housing.  Painted or chrome housing lights available.
Stainless King Bee Headlights W/Turn Signals .......................VIN KB-13000-QSSTS .. $174.95

Tri-Bar Headlights With Turn Signals
Replacement for standard high & low beam headlights.  These 
come with halogen bulbs, waterproof boot and standard 3 prong 
style connector.  Clear dot in the center and small amber turn 

signal bulb in the bottom of the reflector with a single element for turn signals only.
5-3/4” Diameter (Pr) .....................................................SRS 8261 ........... $32.95
7” Diameter (Pr) ............................................................SRS 8269 ........... $34.95

Very popular style head light features slightly deeper bucket than “king bee” style headlight.  
Lights come with common 7” diameter sealed-beam type headlight bulbs installed.  Replacement 
7” sealed-beam bulbs can be purchased at any local auto parts store.  Wires run through center 
of mounting bolt.  Sold in pair sets.
Primer Finish (With Chrome Trim Ring)  ..................................... VIN D-13000-SBP .... $68.95
Chrome Finish  ..............................................................................VIN D-13000-SBC .... $68.95

6”

5”

One Hundred Fifty Two

The most popular headlights for street rods with shallow bucket and nearly flat lens.  
7” Diameter lights feature quartz halogen insert bulbs with mirrored glass reflector bonded to a prism 
effect glass lens.  Wiring pigtails are heavy duty because of higher current draw of halogen bulbs.
Primer Finish (With Chrome Trim Ring) ........................................ VIN KB-13000-QP ... $134.95
Chrome Finish .................................................................................VIN KB-13000-QC .. $134.95
Polished Stainless ...........................................................................VIN KB-13000-QSS . $144.95
Replacement Parts
  Quartz Halogen Bulb Only (Each) .................................................VIN B-13007-Q12 ....... $9.95
  Lens/Reflector With Quartz Bulb (Each) .......................................VIN F-13007-Q12 ..... $24.95
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With & Without Built-In Turn Signals
Show quality headlights with chrome plated brass 
reflectors, correct style glass lenses and 12 volt 
quarts halogen bulbs.  Optional turn signal features amber dual 
element bulb installed into reflector for running and turn signal 
circuits.  All feature genuine Ford Script in lens and body.  (Ford 
Script is licensed by Ford Motor Company)  Headlights without 
Script are available by special order.  All headlights sold in pair 
sets. No Turn Signals With Turn Signals 
   ‘32 .............. Polished Stainless ................B-13000-QS ............ $299.95 ..............B-13000-QSTS ........$324.95
‘33-’34 ........... Polished Stainless ...............40-13000-QS ........... $294.95 ............. 40-13000-QSTS .......$319.95
‘33-’34 .........Primered W/SS Rims ............46-13000-QS ........... $274.95 ............. 46-13000-QSTS .......$294.95

Big Headlights

Quarts Halogen Headlight Conversion Kit
'28-'39 Ford / Universal

Converts all types of original reflectors.  Kit includes:  12 volt quartz halogen 
bulbs,  heavy duty bulb sockets with wire pigtails, retainer bails and socket 
to reflector retainer clips.
Halogen Headlight Conversion Kit .............VIN B-13026-QH12 ... $34.95

‘33-’34 ‘32

Headlight Pigtails
Fits Sealed-Beam & Standard 3 Prong Halogen Bulbs

Headlight plug has 24 inch heavy gauge wire to handle high current draw of aftermarket halogen 
bulbs.  Wire pigtails are color coded green, tan & black to match GM color codes 
used in many street rod wiring harnesses.  Sold each.
Headlight Plug W/Pigtails (Each) ...................................................VIN 01A-13076-U .......$6.75

One Hundred Fifty Three

‘37-’39 Ford “Behind-the-Lens” Headlight System 
The Vintique “Behind-The-Lens” headlight system mounts a flat quartz halogen headlight unit inside 
the headlight bucket and shines a clean focused beam through a clear outer lens.  Since the outer 
lens is clear, included is a polished stainless insert liner that gives the inside of the headlight bucket a high-tech, 
finished appearance.  Specially designed aiming bracket, springs and adjusters are included.  Kits also include turn 
signal socket near the top of the headlight that can be seen through the fluting at the top of the outer glass lens.
NOTE:  Order special clear outer headlight lenses separately!
Complete Kits – Includes New Headlight Buckets (Shown)
 ‘37-‘39 Standard ............................... VIN 78-13026-QPR ...$299.95
 ‘39 Deluxe ........................................VIN 91A-13026-QPR ..$299.95
Retrofit Kits – Components To Fit Into Stock Buckets
 ‘37-’39 Standard .............................. VIN 78-13030-QK12 ..$149.95
 ‘39 Deluxe .......................................VIN 91A-13030-QK12 .$149.95
Lenses & Trim Rings (All Sold Each)
 ‘37-’39 Standard Clear Lens ...............VIN 78-13060-CL .......$31.95
 ‘37-’39 Standard Trim Ring ...............VIN 78-13001-RM ......$31.95
 ‘39 Deluxe Clear Lens ...................... VIN 91A-13060-CL .....$31.95
 ‘39 Deluxe Trim Ring .......................VIN 91A-13001-RM .....$31.95
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Tail & Marker Light Bulbs

Universal Snap-In Light Sockets

Bulb Contact Wire Terminals
These are the small brass wire end terminals that actually contact the lead 
contacts on the bottom of bulbs when installed in sockets.  This is one of 

those little things that you never really think about until you need one, or ten.
Bulb Contact Wire Terminals (10 pack) ..................................... AAW 500768 .......... $4.50

L.E.D. Taillight Bulb
12 Volt - Staggered Pin
A direct replacement for the standard 1157 taillight bulb this L.E.D. retrofit 

features 15 hyper-bright red L.E.Ds.  This bulb is a dual intensity and will illuminate taillight 
and brake light duties.  Measures 1-3/4” deep X 1” round head.  Sold each.
LED Taillight Bulb ............................................................................ AAW 500567 ........ $15.95

Both sockets snap into a 3/4” hole and are metal cased which must be 
grounded.
Single Contact Socket ..................................... AAW 500125 .......... $8.95
Double Contact Socket .................................... AAW 500126 .......... $7.95

Pin Orientation

Straight / Staggered

Brite Bulbs

Starburst Lights
Starburst 2010 is manufactured from 304 stainless steel, mirror polished to increase light reflection within the 

bezel to enhance the intensity of the ultra bright L.E.D.’s.  These high-tech lights are 
weatherproof and very compact (diameter of a nickel) making them ideal for many 
applications.  Can be used for side marker lights, turn signals, back-up lights, 3rd 
brake light or anything else you can imagine.  Lights themselves are a ultra bright 
single intensity, to make these function as a dual function running and brake/turn the 
listed intensity splitter must be used, one per light.  Note that this listed RODtronics 

intensity splitter is specifically manufactured to work with these Starburst 
lights.  Also available in white by special order.  Sold Each.

Amber Starburst Light (Each) .....................................................ROD SB2010-A ...... $44.95
Red Starburst Light (Each) ..........................................................ROD SB2010-R ...... $44.95
Intensity Splitter (Each - One Per Light For Dual Function) ........ ROD SPLTR ........... $4.95

One Hundred Fifty Four

Ron Francis Brite Bulbs are far brighter than 
your average automotive bulbs.  Available with different size glass 
“globes” and in different pin configurations.  All priced each.

Large Globe - Approximately 1” diameter, 1-7/8” total length globe with brass body.
 Elements Pin Orientation Replaces Candle Power Part Number Price
 Dual .....................Staggered ...........1157, 1034, 2057 ........ (32/3 orig.) 50/14 ............RFW 1077 ............. $6.95
 Dual (Amber) ......Staggered .............1157A, 2057A .......... (32/3 orig.) 50/14 .......... RFW 1077A ........... $7.95
 Dual ...................... Straight .................1176, 1158 ............. (21/3 orig.) 50/14 ............RFW 1087 ............. $6.95
Small Globe - Approximately 3/4” diameter, 1-1/4” total length globe with brass body.  Often used in conversions.
 Dual ...................... Straight ...................... N/A .............................15/3 .......................RFW 1005 ............. $7.95
 Dual .....................Staggered ..................... N/A .............................15/3 .......................RFW 1007 ............. $6.95
 Single ................... Straight .....................67, 89...................... (3 orig.) 32 .................RFW 1010 ............. $5.95
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LED Dummy Loads
When using LED’s for turn signals your regular flasher doesn’t work right 
anymore because the LED’s don’t pull enough amperage to trigger it.  This 
“dummy load” resistor wires in parallel with the LED to add the necessary 
amperage draw.  One dummy load per side is usually sufficient. (Sold in pairs)
LED Dummy Loads (Pr) ........................................... STW L52DL ............$8.95

LED Retrofit Kits

Technostalgia LED retrofit kits are engineered for each specific vehicle and allow for LED 
brightness and reliability while using the stock lens, and taillight housings.  Drilling or 
modifications to the original housings are not required to install these retrofit kits.  Generally 
installation time is less than 30 minutes.  All hardware and installation 
materials are included in each kit.
Ford
  ‘29-’36 (No License Light) .......TEC 6029 ...........$79.95
  ‘37 (No License Light) ..............TEC 6038 ...........$79.95
  ‘49-’50 ..................................TEC 6048 ...........$79.95
  ‘51 ........................................TEC 6049 ...........$79.95
  ‘65-’66 Mustang ...................TEC 6011¹ ..........$79.95
  ‘67-’68 Mustang (Sequential) .TEC 6023¹ ..........$99.95
  ‘69 Mustang (Sequential) ........TEC 6024¹ ..........$99.95
  ‘67-’72 Pickup (Fleetside) ......TEC 6071¹ ..........$79.95
Chevrolet
  ‘33-’35 ..................................TEC 6036 ...........$79.95
  ‘37-’38 ..................................TEC 6033 ...........$79.95
  ‘39 ........................................TEC 6034 ...........$79.95
  ‘55 ........................................TEC 6002¹ ..........$79.95
  ‘56 ........................................TEC 6005 ...........$79.95
  ‘57 ........................................TEC 6001¹ ..........$79.95
  ‘63-’65 Full Size ..................TEC 6007 ...........$79.95
¹ Includes Rapidfire feature.  With Rapidfire the brake lights are pulsed rapidly three times within the first 1/2 
second of pressing the brake pedal followed by constant on.  The cycle is repeated every time the brake pedal is 
pressed.  This feature can be overridden at time of installation.

Chevrolet (Continued)
  ‘67 Full Size .........................TEC 6021 ...........$79.95
  ‘67-’68 Camaro ....................TEC 6009¹ ..........$79.95
  ‘69 Camaro ...........................TEC 6015¹ ..........$79.95
  ‘66-’67 Chevy II / Nova .......TEC 6037¹ ..........$79.95
  ‘68-’69 Nova ........................TEC 6044 ...........$79.95
  ‘70-’72 Nova ........................TEC 6053 ...........$79.95
  ‘67 Chevelle .........................TEC 6012 ...........$79.95
  ‘68 Chevelle .........................TEC 6026¹ ..........$79.95
  ‘69 Chevelle .........................TEC 6018¹ ..........$79.95
  ‘70 Chevelle .........................TEC 6017¹ ..........$79.95
  ‘71-’72 Chevelle ..................TEC 6022 ...........$79.95
  ‘70-’72 Monte Carlo ............TEC 6052¹ ........ $114.95
  ‘55-’59 Pickup (Stepside) .......TEC 6006 ...........$79.95
  ‘60-’66 Pickup (Fleetside) ......TEC 6031 ...........$79.95
  ‘67-’72 Pickup (Fleetside) ......TEC 6019 ...........$79.95
  ‘73-’87 Pickup (Fleetside) ......TEC 6050 ...........$99.95

“No Load” Flasher

L.E.D. Intensity Splitter
This Intensity Splitter Is NOT Required For Any Of The Taillights Kits We Sell.
An LED is a single brightness when energized, it’s not a dual element like a traditional 
taillight bulb.  This splitter makes an LED light act like a double filament light with 
diminished intensity for taillight and full intensity for brakes & turn signals.  One kit 
required for each LED light.  
L.E.D. Intensity Splitter ................................................................................................ STW L-JE02 ........... $4.95

LED lights don’t pull a great deal amperage and therefore will not operate a 
traditional bimetal flasher properly.  This “no-load” flasher just installs in your fuel panel like 
any other would and your LEDs will work properly.
LED No-Load Flasher .........................................................................AAW 510226 .........$19.95

One Hundred Fifty Five
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Oval Aluminum Taillights
Polished aluminum bezel taillights have prism cut red lens for maximum light 
effect.  Only 3/8” of polished aluminum bezel and lens are on the outside of 
the car or truck after installed.  The all aluminum body and light socket require 
approximately 4” behind mounting panel.  Bezel design holds concealed 
mounting studs so no hardware is seen from lens side.  Sold in pair sets.
4” Wide x 1-3/4” High x 4” Deep ..............................BLT 61520 ........ $139.95

Rectangular Aluminum Bezel Taillights
Taillights feature 1-1/2” high X 6” wide polished 
aluminum bezel with hidden mounting studs and 
3-3/4” deep plated steel housing.  Lights come with 
dual element LED bulbs for running and turn/brake 
light circuits.  Highly polished.  Sold in pair sets.
Open Bezel ....................BLT 61225 ........ $114.95
Split Bezel .....................BLT 61125 ........ $114.95

Pontiac Style Hot Rod Taillights
Taillights feature interior reflector for increased brightness, die-
cast chrome plated bezel ring and housing designed to be the 

shallowest on the market.  Mounting pad with molded lip included.  Glass 
lenses and dual element 12 volt bulbs.  Blue dot available by special order.
Solid Red Lenses (Each) .....................................VIN HR-13405 ....... $39.95

Universal “Frenched” Taillight Assemblies
Features solid red glass lenses and polished aluminum 
bezels that mount inside 3-3/4” Diameter x 1-1/2” deep 

steel buckets with hidden mounting hardware.  Light housing is 
powder coated white for maximum light reflection and has removable 
socket assembly from the side to make it as short as possible and to 
allow access to the bulb without disassembly.  Sold in pair sets.
Universal “Frenched” Taillights .................AFO 50-1 ......... $119.95

‘50’s Hot Rod Style LED Taillights
Resembling the look of a ‘50 Pontiac taillight these feature 
41 high intensity L.E.D.’s.  Lights mount on any flat surface 

requiring only 3 small holes for mounting studs and wires.  Molded rubber 
mounting pad with lip provided.  Measures 4-1/2” diameter.
Hot Rod LED Taillights (Each) ....................VIN 50-13405-LED .... $46.95

One Hundred Fifty Six

Smooth Design LED Taillights
All new design taillights from Billet Specialties feature 
smooth styling with one piece safety lenses with dual 
element LED bulbs and steel housings in a clean and 
easy to install unit.  Billet aluminum bezels are precision 
machined from 6061-T6 and offered in either polished 

or chrome finish.  Sold in pair sets. Polished Finish Chrome Finish
Grooved Bezels ..................BLT 61330 ............$149.95 ...................BLT CS61330 .......$174.95
Plain Bezels ........................BLT 61340 ............$149.95 ...................BLT CS61340 .......$174.95
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‘41-’48 Chevy Taillights
Reproduction 12 volt taillights have glass solid red lens and feature polished stainless 
trim bezel.  Each comes complete with 12 Volt dual element bulb and mounting pad.  
Sold each.  Available with blue dot lens by special order.
Left Side (Driver) ...............................................................PAC C4003L .........$24.95
Right Side (Passenger) ...................................................... PAC C4003R .........$24.95

Ford Taillight Lenses
Solid Red Listed - Blue Dot Lenses Available

One Hundred Fifty Seven

AFO Taillights
Requires Larger Opening for Installation

Often the original housing shrouded much of the 
lens therefor light was only directed into a smaller 
portion of it.  These taillights feature the housing 
shaped to the lens so the entire lens is filled with 
light.  This larger tapered housing requires a larger 
hole to install and a cut-out template is provided.  
Housings are cast aluminum and white powder coated to reflect light.  
Bulbs are standard 12 volt dual element and are installed with snap-in 
retainers into the side of housings as listed.  Rear exit bulb location 
taillights available.  Blue dot lens taillights also available by special order.
‘38-’39 Ford ...................................................AFO 3839F ..........$69.95
‘42-’48 Ford ...................................................AFO 4248F ..........$79.95
‘41-’48 Chevrolet .......................................... AFO 4148C ..........$79.95

‘38-’39 .............................. VIN 81A-13450 ........ $8.50
   ‘40 ................................. VIN 01A-13450 ........ $8.50
‘42-’48 .............................. VIN 21A-13450 ........ $8.50

Ford Taillights
‘32-’37 Driver Side Has Tag Illumination Window - Can Use (2) Right Side Lights For No Tag Window

All lights have 12 volt dual bulbs installed 
for running light and turn signal circuits and 
feature solid red real glass lenses. All available 
special order with blue-dots lenses installed.  
Most service or replacement parts are 
available such as tag window lenses, bezels, 
gaskets and such.  Call for more information.
 Left (Driver) Right (Passenger)
‘32 (Stainless Housing & Bezel) ......................VIN 18-13403-DL ......$29.95 ....... VIN 18-13402-DR .....$29.95
‘33-’36 (Stainless Housing & Bezel) ...............VIN 40-13403-DL ......$29.95 ....... VIN 40-13402-DR .....$29.95
‘37 (Black Housing / Stainless Bezel) .............VIN 78-13403-DL ......$36.95 ....... VIN 78-13402-DR .....$36.95
‘38-’39 (Black Housing / Stainless Bezel) ........ Both Sides Use Same Light ........... VIN 81A-13405 .......$22.95
‘42-’48 (Black Housing / Stainless Bezel) ........ Both Sides Use Same Light ......... VIN 21A-13405-D .....$29.95

Die cast glass lenses fit as the originals.  Lenses are glass and sometimes have some 
variance in color intensity.  We recommend purchasing these lenses in pairs, we will 
personally check the two lenses to be sure they match each other.  Sold each.
  ‘32 .................................... VIN B-13450 .......... $8.50
‘33-’36 ................................VIN 40-13450 .......... $8.50
   ‘37 ...................................VIN 78-13450 .......... $8.50


